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Abstract

Every year, tens of thousands of people fall victim to one of invalidating neurological pathologies. Acquired brain injury leads to cognitive impairment and heavy loss of autonomy. Rehabilitation interventions are needed to enable people to recover capacity and return to Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (iADL), such as grocery shopping. Unfortunately, the resources made available in cognitive rehabilitation are insufficient for the growing needs of victims of brain damage. The goal of the AGATHE project is to develop a tool that will provide therapists with an innovative means of dealing with cognitive rehabilitation and offer patients customized rehabilitation sessions, on the basis of simulated iADL. AGATHE fits into accessibility prospects of the tool (for everyone, everywhere and anywhere) and reduction of the cost of rehabilitation. AGATHE allows the strengthening and diversification of skills and expertise of the project’s clinical and research partners as well as the opening of a new application field to the technology of the industrial partners. Initial tests of the AGATHE tool have been performed among therapists and patients after brain injury in order to validate usability issues. Perspective of efficacy trials has been identified and development projects are explored.

1. Introduction

Cognitive impairments are a major factor of loss of autonomy and dependence. In France, for a new generation of adults aged 20 to 60 years, nearly 13% of people will be affected of mental and cognitive impairment before the age of retirement from professional activity [1]. The incidence of cognitive deficits increases beyond 60 years with the impact of degenerative [2] and vascular brain disorders. Each year in France, despite the impact of road safety programs, more than 25,000 people, mostly young adults between 15 and 25 years, suffer from cognitive impairment resulting from Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), especially after a road accident [3]. At the same time, more than 130,000 people suffer a disabling stroke [4]. Rehabilitation interventions are needed to enable these people to recover capacity and return to Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (iADL), such as grocery shopping. Unfortunately, they are difficult to carry out and often below the expected efficacy.

Rehabilitation is a global process with sequences of assessment and rehabilitation steps [5]. Traditional rehabilitation methods lean on an analysis of the deficits and/or on a prolonged confrontation to daily living situations. If the individualized methods are the most appropriate [6,7], they are expensive to perform and time consuming. Too many patients are excluded from the access to care. It is thus necessary to find adapted and configurable tools that can be used by anyone and more often, in different places, such as rehabilitation centers, medical practices or at home. The assets of virtual reality to address this big problem of public health are today scientifically recognized [8]. So, based on immersion within virtual environments for activities of daily living, our approach takes place in the perspective of functional capacities rehabilitation and dependence reduction.
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The AGATHE project (Adaptable, configurable and upgradable tool for the generation of individualized therapeutic applications in cognitive rehabilitation, 2009–2012)\(^1\) was created in an attempt to address some of these issues. AGATHE is positioned as an industrial research project that offers a new field of application of the technologies of the industrial partners. Its finality is the integration of new habits in the therapeutic practice to diversify the propositions of intervention in cognitive impairments rehabilitation. Therapists will see their intervention facilitated by the strategies proposed by AGATHE for patient’s progress, aids to success in the task, cooperation and therapeutic intensification.

2. State of Art

Virtual Reality (VR) offers human-computer interaction paradigm in which users are no longer simply external observers of images on a computer screen but are active participants within a computer-generated virtual world. VR provides interactive functional simulations with multimodal feedback, task graduation and review of performance thanks to various recorded data. Over the past decade, the rapid development of VR-based technologies has been both an asset and a challenge for assessment and rehabilitation [9–11]. VR allows the clinicians to immerse the patient in a spatial and temporal context difficult to provide via conventional therapy in order to create innovative clinical paradigms of rehabilitation. Moreover, VR increases patient’s motivation to train thanks to gaming aspects.

In neuropsychology, studies were carried out to explore the potential of VR in various cases of cognitive impairment: attention [12], executive functions [8], memory [11], or visuospatial abilities. Some applications are also dedicated to activities of daily living in familiar places in order to train the patients before they come back home. Studies showed that virtual training was found to transfer to real task performance [13,14].

Activities of daily life, which are the core of the AGATHE project, allow the therapists to assess the patient according to various cognitive components (e.g., executive functions, memory, attention), as well as in a global functional approach. Generally, the VR-based activities are taking place in virtual kitchens [15–17], or in virtual supermarkets [18,19], the choice of the task and the quality of interaction between the subject and the virtual world being crucial. In France, the Virtual Action Planning Supermarket (VAP-S) was designed to assess executive functions and results among various populations (Parkinson Disease, stroke, or mild cognitive impairment) confirmed its feasibility and its discriminative potential [20–22]. Studies are currently carried out to test the rehabilitation assets in instrumental activities of daily living during a graduated shopping task within the VAP-S.

The observation of patient behavior and activity thanks to various recorded data (like the various patient’s actions in the VR scene, but also video and audio, eye-tracking, motion capture, or physiological measurements) and the corresponding playback capabilities, are necessary for performance review and construction of adapted interventions. In fact, the tasks in which the patient is involved allow clinicians to collect detailed information about the process of patient performance rather than focusing primarily on a final product, like a score. Consequently, the real-time acquisition and analysis of patient data are fundamental. All the possibilities of physiological and behavioral measures in a virtual environment also provide new opportunities for the investigation of human behavior and performance [23].

The use of VR for cognitive intervention is still at the stage of exploratory research with prototypes although a number of single case studies, group comparisons and even randomized clinical trials are now underway. Application of VR for healthcare is expected to continue to grow due to the unanimous and urgent need for improved assessment and rehabilitation tools [24]. The AGATHE project was created to bring an answer to this need and to provide a wide range of simulated iADL for cognitive rehabilitation.

3. AGATHE project overview

3.1. Objectives

AGATHE objective is, at first, to provide therapists with an innovative means of dealing with cognitive rehabilitation and to offer patients customized rehabilitation sessions, on the basis of simulated activities of daily living. Then it is to fit into accessibility prospects of the tool (for everyone, everywhere and anywhere) and reduction of the cost of rehabilitation. AGATHE aims at the strengthening and diversification of skills and expertise of the project’s clinical and research partners as well as the opening of a new application field to the technology of the industrial partners.

3.2. Consortium

AGATHE project is an industrial project that was conceived and coordinated by Arts et Métiers ParisTech, due to the expertise of this project leader in virtual reality therapeutic applications. So, six partners with complementary multidisciplinary skills worked together to design and produce the AGATHE tool. The Research Team included partners from Arts et Métiers ParisTech and from Armines, both specialists in virtual reality and its challenges. The Health Team included the Bordeaux EA4136 and the Kerpape rehabilitation center, featuring specialists like rehabilitation clinicians, occupational therapists and neuropsychologists. The Industrial Team included two software publishers; Dassault Systèmes and Intempora.

3.3. Participants

We chose to build the AGATHE project in the context of acquired brain injury, especially in the context of Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and stroke. Patients and therapists who participated in the pilot tests were recruited in the rehabilitation service

---

\(^1\) www.agathe-rv.net.
of the University Hospital of Bordeaux and that of Kerpape rehabilitation center.

3.4. Method

AGATHE tool is a software package dedicated to two types of users (patients and therapists) and based on two real-time softwares 3DVIA Studio from Dassault Systemes (creation of real-time virtual interactive environments) and RTMaps from Intempora (monitoring and real-time recording of patient activity through sensors). AGATHE tool is a Virtual Therapeutic Application (VTA) leaning on the design of Virtual Therapeutic Scenarios (VTS) that are canvases of predetermined tasks for therapeutic purposes.

The scientific and technical work was based on the arrangement of AGATHE tool in users views, corresponding to functional blocks and to the five stages through which the patient and the therapist will use the tool:

- welcome and assessment of the patient;
- design of the VTS by the therapist;
- therapeutic session within the VTS for the patient;
- supervision of the patient’s activity and management of the VTS by the therapist;
- analysis of patient’s activity by the therapist (Fig. 1).

This work was carried out according to the steps described below.

3.4.1. Co-Design

We adopted a co-design approach, which involved the whole partners. Thanks to the observation of cognitive rehabilitation sessions and to brainstorming meetings, we collected and synthesized the needs and practices of therapists working in rehabilitation (physicians, neuropsychologists, occupational therapists). The designers built small VR experiences for the therapists in order to make concrete some proposals, communicate with the therapists, and collect their feedback. All this approach allowed us to draw a common thread, which served as basis for the design of AGATHE tool. For each users views, the collaborative work between care experts (researchers and therapists) and technical experts (researchers and industrial) enabled to express the functional requirements, to establish the interconnections between the five modules and to refine the usage scenarios, which ensure the validity of the tool.

3.4.2. Research actions

The first step of the scientific and clinical program was the definition of sequences of therapeutic activities based on data acquired by conventional programs and initial experiences of interventions supported by virtual reality. Appropriate means of facilitation and increase in difficulty of the tasks had to be established.

One of our main tasks was to provide a clear description of the chosen tasks (topographic tasks, post mail, grocery shopping) in order to model them and to implement them. Using mindmaps we described the task in a generic way according to the following components: setting, instructions and steps. We identified the critical steps in the VTS with factors of success or failure, and we extracted various therapeutic indicators from the tasks.

When a user interacts with a VR system, a lot of information is delivered to the user whose characteristics must be adapted in order to be useful to the patient. During small trials we explored some of those characteristics like the Physical Field of View (PFOV: the angle sustained by the display device and the user’s retina) and the Software Field of View (SFOV: Field of View of the virtual camera), that are two fundamental parameters in VR-based experiences [25]. Some other trials allowed us to
test VR interfaces (gamepad, Kinect) and to define navigation parameters, like point of view (first or third person).

3.4.3. Tool development

We focused our efforts on the development of AGATHE core for first use close to the patients in care centers. This core leans on a virtual neighbourhood where functional places were positioned (town, studio, post office, supermarket) (Fig. 2). Each functional place is conducive to functional tasks or specific iADL (topographic tasks, post mail, shopping . . .). During the virtual iADL (vADL), the participant’s activity is measured through indicators that can be either generic and therefore common to all tasks, such as session length, or specific to the task, as the time in a crossroads for a task topographic.

This core was built to be scalable and accept the addition of further modules: new vADLs in existing places, new places with functional tasks and specific indicators. It can record all patient’s activity and replay it in real-time or delayed. It was also built to follow the patient’s clinical pathway which includes various phases:

- test of abilities (to assess the capacities of the patient to success in navigating and interacting within virtual worlds);
- familiarization (to inform and train the patient about basic means of interaction in AGATHE tasks);
- evaluation (prototypical tasks to assess the status and the progress of the patient) and;
- rehabilitation interventions (customized tasks adapted to the patient’s capacities and needs, and to the therapist objective).

AGATHE core relies on three software: 3DVIA Studio for the creation of the virtual entities, the implementation of the behaviors and tasks and the rendering during the patient’s session, RTMaps for real-time capture of patient’s activity, and Acapela for oralisation of the instructions and dialogues.

Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) have been developed around AGATHE core. Therapist GUI includes a first GUI for setting the tasks, managing the instructions and the aids that will be delivered to the patient during the session, and a second GUI for real-time supervision of patient’s activity, or delayed analysis and replay of patient’s activity (Fig. 3). Patient GUI includes two main spaces: top screen is dedicated to tools potentially useful to carry out the task and linked to specific information (pause, plan of the neighbourhood, instruction, help, date and time) (Fig. 2).

All these software modules were delivered to the partners in successive beta versions that have been set up in the rehabilitation services of Bordeaux and Kerpape.

3.4.4. Pilot trials

During the development of the tool, preliminary tests were conducted using the navigation exercise, that is a component
of the aptitude tests. The objective was to define the optimal settings for the user point of view, the SFOV, the locomotion and rotation speeds during visual scanning, and to understand how the user estimates the distances with such parameters values. These settings are fundamental to the successful completion of tasks that are available to patients.

Two protocols (P1: therapists and P2: patients) have been established to carry out pilot tests to evaluate the feasibility and usability of the tool AGATHE with two types of end users. Protocol P1 was conducted with participants playing the role of therapist and Protocol P2 was conducted with healthy subjects playing the role of patients and then with stroke patients. During protocol P2, participants had to achieve the aptitude test, the familiarization task and two further clinical tasks, a topographical orientation task in the virtual district and an executive task, namely the mailing task. Questionnaires specific to each protocol were created to answer questions for the validation of the tool. P1-Questionnaires collect qualitative feedback about the usability of the therapist GUI (e.g. launching the software, choice and setting of the task). P2-Questionnaires collect qualitative and quantitative feedbacks about usability of patient’s GUI, VR contents, or VR interfaces. An additional questionnaire allowed us to collect the feedback of the therapists about the clinical outcomes extracted from the data recorded along the session.

4. AGATHE project results

All the components and functionalities were tested during the pilot trials and we collected the feedback of about 15 therapists (physicians, occupational therapists, speech therapists, neuropsychologists) and 13 patients after stroke. These feedbacks contributed to the iterative process of tests and development. Therapists succeeded in customizing the experience to match patient functioning and needs, and to gradually stimulate recovery of abilities. Patients willingly invested in the attractive and rewarding rehabilitation tasks.

Finally, the first AGATHE prototype operates on a PC equipped with a good graphic card, two screens (one for the patient and one for the therapist), a webcam, and the three necessary softwares: 3DVIA Studio, RTMaps and Acapela. Navigation and interaction during the vADL are possible with various interfaces (e.g., mouse, keyboard, gamepad) (Fig. 4).

In order to guarantee on the success and on the wide distribution of AGATHE, a company is being set up to commercialize AGATHE tool. Synergies between the partners will be sustained through clinical research (efficacy trials) and development projects of new features.

5. Conclusion

With AGATHE, virtual reality serves cognitive therapies, by offering patients customized rehabilitation sessions, on the basis of simulated activities of daily living, and by allowing therapists to measure patient activity and to follow-up his progress. With AGATHE, patients become actors of their therapy.

AGATHE tool is now existing; preliminary data have been obtained during the pilot studies. Next steps will consist in consolidating the current prototype and increasing its functionalities, as well as assessing the efficacy of AGATHE-based rehabilitation among various populations of patients.
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